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Comparing Outcomes of Drugs & Appendectomy

Appendectomy vs. Antibiotics
Presenting CODA to Patients

Getting to Yes!
• Key points
- You've got appendicitis
- This hospital is one of 20 participating in an important research study
that is trying to figure out if the antibiotics approach is just as good as
surgery
- The usual treatment approach for 95% of patients is surgery
- Our study allows you a 50% chance of getting antibiotics instead of
surgery
- Antibiotics are started here in the ER; most patients go home and
continue taking antibiotics
- We've learned from studies in Europe that this approach is safe
- Can I show you a brief video that explains the different treatments for
appendicitis in more detail?

•
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Clinical Team Delivering CODA
Hi, Phillip! I'm Dr. Moore.
Your CT scan confirms you've got appendicitis.
We are participating in an important research
project that is trying to figure out the best
treatment for appendicitis.
As you may know, in the U.S., the usual
treatment approach for 95% of patients with
appendicitis is that they see a surgeon and are
offered an operation called appendectomy.
This study will allow you a 50% chance of
getting antibiotics here in the hospital and
possibly going home instead of having surgery
for your appendicitis.
Can I have a research coordinator talk to you
about the study and show you a short video?
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Surgeon & Research Coordinator Delivering CODA
Hey, Bridget. I'm Dr. Foster. Your scan has confirmed you've
got appendicitis. I've asked Oscar, a research coordinator
here, to join us because we are conducting a research study
along with 19 other hospitals in the U.S. that will allow you
a 50% chance of getting antibiotics for appendicitis instead
of surgery.
The antibiotics are started here in the ER and then
continued at home. Most patients who get this treatment
can go home from the ER and recover at home instead of in
the hospital. We've learned from studies in Europe that this
approach is safe.
This study is trying to figure out if the antibiotics approach
is just as good as surgery.
We've put together a brief video that explains the
different treatments for appendicitis in more detail. Can
we show you our video?
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Research Coordinator Delivering CODA
Hi, Jason. I'm Joan. I was asked to see you by the team taking care of
you. I'm sorry to hear you've got appendicitis.
Your care team asked me to talk with you and ask if you might be
interested in participating in an important research project that is trying
to figure out the best treatment for appendicitis.
As you may know, in the U.S., the usual treatment approach for 95% of
patients with appendicitis is that they see a surgeon and are offered an
operation called appendectomy for their appendicitis. The doctors caring
for you here, along with 19 other hospitals in the U.S., are conducting a
research study that will allow you a 50% chance of getting antibiotics for
appendicitis instead of surgery.
The antibiotics are started here in the ER and then continued at home.
Most patients who get this treatment can go home from the ER and
recover at home instead of in the hospital. We've learned from studies in
Europe that this approach is safe.
This study is trying to figure out if the antibiotics approach is just as good
as surgery. Your doctors are part of a team that put together a brief video
that explains the different treatments for appendicitis in more detail. Can I
show you our video?
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